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THE EXTENDED PALETTE 
Bottom line, choice is valuable and can open up worlds  of possibilities when used responsibly. Using a slightly 

assortment of colors can also make color mixing more  efficient, especially when working under the time cimstraints 

from life. Al so , some  tubed colors are just so beautiful,  vibrant, and versatile, and cannot be recreated from just using 

selection of the primaries, that it is almost  essential to make space for them on the palette. Still, a simple assortment, 

full orchestral accompaniment, is key to achieving a  functional and capable palette. 
To better understand color choice and the  process of deciding upon a palette, let's take a  closer look at  Richard' 

discover how it evolved over the  years  from  his student days, and uncover the reasons behind  his choices that  led him 

palette, Learning from his  experience  and  understanding the reasoning behind his choice of colors will  UM  you with 

when faced with making palette  choices  for  yourself. Let's begin ,  

THE EVOLUTION OF RICHARD'S PALETTE 
Mosby, Richard's  most influential painting instructor, first introduced him to  what is often  referred to  as  the  Rub 

Flemish (and Dutch) palette when he was a student in his class at the American  Academy of Art  in Chicago. The palette 
course, was a more modern version,  reflective of what was available in the 1950s--more  saturated  yellows, such  as  those 
cadmium, and more stable versions  of red and green. However, it still reflected the philosophy of  Ruben's  time, which  WU 
with the fewest colors  necessary—a selection of the primaries, a few secondary colors and a small  assortment  of earths. 
palette at the Academy was as  follows: 

Titanium White 
Cadmium Lemon 
Cadmium Yellow Pale 
Yellow Ochre 
Cadmium Red 
Terra Rosa 
Alizarin Crimson 
Burnt Sienna Deep 
Viridian 
Cobalt Blue Light 
Ultramarine Blue Deep 
Ivory Black 
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When asked about his palette  Richard responded: "In  my student days, Bill recommended the above palette to me, and I used it for years. It was a great  palette and suited my  needs  at  the time. In those days, Burnt Sienna Deep was the darkest and most transparent earth color available. Bill  was always in 
 search of the best one on the market that was the darkest and most transparent. The only one that suited him was  made by a company  called Blocicx®, so that is what  I  used. "Years later after my  years with Bill, the  transparented fIt ro  oxide colors were made available, and  I  was eager to try them. When I first saw Transparent Oxide Red I  was just  overjoy  seder whole new range, surpassing that of Burt Sienna Deep, by expanding the range of values possible  and it  was transpaprentv  o replaced Burnt Sienna Deep with Transparent Oxide Red. I also added Transparent Oxide Brown,  which is slightly darker  and not as red, to give myself a bit more of a range. "Next, 1 replaced Alizarin  Crimson with Alizarin Permanent  from Gamblin®.  It  is nearly identical to the one I used for years except for one very important difference—it  is absolutely permanent.  The one  I  had been using was deemed a semi-permanent color ex  

due to its tendency to grow increasingly  transparent upon  excessive exposure to light.  It  also was prone to cracking, which I was well aware of as it started to  crack  on  a painting  I  had done of.  Nancy wearing  a  dark red gown. The painting was nearly life size, 
and the paint cracked all over the  dress!  It  was a painstaking process 

  
ee  to repair it, one  I  never wish to experience again. Needless to 

say, I was very relieved to get the old  Alizarin Crimson off my  palette rep act 
tests 

 b replace with the new safer version. To convince myself 
that the color was indeed permanent, I  even performed  my  own  accelerated light ests y exposing the color charts I made using the 
new color to intense sunlight for about  a year and a half (a brutal  thing to do to oil paint). lam happy to report I saw no signs of 
fading or cracking. 

"Winsor&Newton® also  came out with their  version, Permanent Alizarin Crimson, but it is a different transparent red from 
both the traditional Alizarin and the  version from Gamblin. It  is lighter in value, warmer, and far more brilliant as it comes from 
the tube. It retains its brilliance in  mixtures with white  or other colors, and when thinned with medium as well. It allows for a nice 
spectrum of violets and pure dark red  mixtures, but it  lacks the deep value afforded by the colorftom Gamblin. The difference in 
color between them can be most clearly  seen when mixed  with white. However, I like the different ranges they give, so I put them 
both on my palette. 

"Originally, Viridian  was the  only green I needed,  but when I started experimenting with Thalo Green, and learned that it 

was a permanent color, I added it to  my palette. (Thalo  Green is a modern replacement of what used to be called Hooker's Green, 

which is still sold today and  extremely unstable.) I  like Thalo Green because it increases the value and transparency range from 

the green portion of the spectrum,  which is unobtainable  with Viridian alone. I like to have the variety, but I don't always put Thalo 

Green on my palette because it  is  not  always necessary. I  like  to  have it especially when I am out landscape painting, or indoors 

when I am painting a still life with a lot  of dark leaves that  require that real dark, rich green that Thalo Green provides. 

"Ivory Black eventually completely  disappeared  from my palette. I rarely used it anyway, even in art school. After I had 

a couple years under my belt, and Bill  saw that  I  understood color, he introduced me to the idea of giving black an identity by 

creating  my own  mixtures from  Ultramarine Blue, Burnt 
 Sienna Deep, Alizarin Crimson, and Viridian. Depending on how I varied 

the mixture,  I could  create a black  that either belonged to the red,  purple, or green family. That is another reason why Thalo Green 

crept onto  my palette  because Viridian  wasn't dark enough. When I added  Viridian to my black mixture, it lightened up the mixture! 

Thalo Green  is ideal  because it keeps the  value and transparency of my  blacks. My blacks to this day consist of varying mixtures of 

Transparent Oxide Red, Transparent Oxide 
 Brown, Permanent Alizarin, Thalo  Green, and Ultramarine Blue Deep. With these colors 

l I can create  vivid  blacks that have a  family identity  by  varying which ac robiloerBd  loume iDnaeteeps binect aheusmea; mixture. 

"I 
 the expanded choice of values. 

"I still  use  the same  two blues, Cobalt Blue Light and Ultra 

Ultramarine  Blue  Deep  is a warmer, darker blue that leans toward the red part 
 of the spectrum. It is transparent too! I like to think 

of  Cobalt Blue Light as a 
 spectrum blue, meaning that it doesn t noticeably 

 lean toward either the yellow, or the red Portion of 

the spectrum.  This  of course 
 varies between manufacturers, and most often  you  find  that it  tends  more towards the green than the 
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Richard Schmid  ARRANGEMENT OF A  L_V COL OR  =_L 

-Here is one of my earlier  paintings. typical of the kind -
although this paining has a cool  effect, it was actually- diuns-art,- _.:  -- 
out of doors almost every day in the  beautifid tandscaz-: des, 
I had to resort to tungsten lighting. .Ify  palette in those ucr  -  - 
colors. Since that time 1 -  have  eliminated  biarktimm 
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violet if forted to make a stand. In any case, it really can be made to go either way as needed. It is a versatile color, and great for 
transparent washes. 

"1 also still use the same two yellows, Cadmium Lemon and Cadmium Yellow Light. Cadmium Lemon leans toward the green 
portion of the spectrum, so I like to think of it as a cooler yellow. Cadmium Yellow Light can go either way—toward the green or 
orange. It is a great bright yellow and creates wonderful greens. I also added Cadmium Yellow Deep to my palette for convenience. 
I can easily mix it using Cadmium Yellow Light and Cadmium Red, but I use it so often that it is just easier to squeeze it from the 
tube, plus it is brighter than when I mix it myself. Sometimes I put Cadmium Orange on my palette i fI am painting under really hot 
light, or if I am painting something that has a lot of orange in it, like orange begonias. I add Cadmium Scarlet for the same reasons. 
Cadmium Red is still the brightest and strongest red on the market, so I continue to use it. It is a beautiful spectrum red. 

".4s for Terra Rosa and Yellow Ochre Light, technically I do not need them because they can easily be mixed from the colors 
already on the palette, but I use them so much that I put them out for convenience. I also prefer to squeeze them from a tube because 
l can depend on the colors being consistent. If I mix them myself, the mixtures will vary a little each time. Also, I will often add 
Venetian Red to my palette when I am doing portrait work and need an option of cooler red 

"Occasionally I will add either Cobalt Violet Light or Dark (genuine version of both) to my palette when I need a brilliant 
Poles or Purple, because the A lizarin plus Ultramarine Blue mixtures are not as saturated in lighter values. I do not keep it on my 
palette tegularly, nor did I have a violet on my palette in school because I just didn't have a use for such a color. Most violets I have 
observed are subdued, and easily obtainable from colors already on my palette. I rarely have the need for a brilliant violet, like that 
which comesfrom a tube, except for those times when a local color demands it, such as in a brilliant garment like a blouse or a 
dress, or in flowers such as iris or pansies. In these cases. the extra brilliance that comes front a tubed violet is helpfid. 
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"Lastly. I use  Titanium  white  from LeFranc* because it is the whitest I have found thus far, I tested all brands at one time, 

and this one was the whitest and I liked the consistency the best. 
"To summarize. the colors that I currently use are listed below The ones with an asterisk are the ones that are always on ms 

palette. The others I add when necessary, for reasons I explained previously. 1 also indicated the brand I use, only because the shade  
of a color  can van- widely among manufacturers. I make no claim that one is better or worse. Be aware that colors within certain 
brands can also change from time to time without notice. If this happens, not to worry There are so many brands of paint offered on 
the market, that chances are if i ,our favorite color is no longer available, it can be found from another supplier. I choose the brands  
I do because the manufacturers have been generally consistent in making their colors with respect to hue. density of color, and 
brushing consistency.  The  brand abbreviations forthe list below are as follows: WN-WinsorctNewton, R-Rembrandt*, G-Gamblin, 
OH-Old Holland*. and L-Lefranc*. 

Cadmium Lemon* (WN) 
Cadmium lellov. Pale* (WN) 
Cadmium lellov. Deep* (R) 
Cadmium Orange (WN) 
Cadmium Scarlet (WN) 
Cadmium Red* (WN) 
lellov! Ochre Light* (WN) 

enetian Red (WN) 
Terra Rosa' (R) 
Alizarin Permanent* (G) 

Permanent Alizarin Crimson" (WN) 
Transparent Oxide Red* (R) 
Transparent Oxide Brown* 
Viridian* (R) 
Thalo Green (R) 
Cobalt Blue Light* (R) 
Ultramarine Blue Deep* (R) 
Titanium White* (L) 
Cobalt Violet Light and Deep (Nlussini) 

"A lot of people who have not had the good fortune to receive disciplined or structured training don t know how to cm  
palette. They most likely will have too many colors. many of which can easily be mixed, such as Cerulean Blue and 1 ,ermillior 
my palette. I can duplicate virtually all the other manufactured colors (at least those worth bothering with so it is unnecessary tv 
take up palette  with more paints 
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